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Strengthening Residential Life

D

epending on when they graduated, alumni have expe-

house system to be designed to retain the best of the current

rienced different systems of residential life, which most

arrangement while recapturing the best of the former models.

of them recall fondly. They should, since each system

had its strengths, though each also had its weaknesses.
This year’s Committee on Undergraduate Life (CUL) has

professor Will Dudley ’89, consulted widely, thought hard
and produced a wonderful, detailed report that proposed the

identiﬁed four recent eras. The Fraternity Era lasted until the

adoption of just such a system. You can ﬁnd the report at

1960s. Most students joined one of the frats, which were self-

www.williams.edu/go/cul/.

selecting. During the Strong House Era, which lasted until the

With the enthusiastic endorsement of the Board of Trustees

early ’80s, small groups of friends were assigned to a house

and administration, work is now under way to launch the new

where they lived through graduation. Student government and

house system in fall 2006.

intramurals were house-based. Each house had faculty mem-

At the end of their ﬁrst year, students in self-selected

bers associated with it and funds for cultural programming. In

groups of up to six will be randomly assigned for their sub-

the Weak House Era, which lasted until the early ’90s, a grow-

sequent three years to one of ﬁve “houses.” Each house will

ing number of students shifted house afﬁliation, often to avoid

comprise a geographic cluster of residences, so students will

spending three years in less desirable residences. The steadily

experience increasingly more desirable accommodations with

increasing number of transfers ultimately led to the Free Agent

seniority. The ﬁve houses will average 275 members.

Era that exists today. Each year, small groups of friends choose

The goal, according to the CUL’s report, is to create “an

rooms wherever on campus seems most desirable when their

environment in which upperclass houses are not merely places

number comes up in the housing lottery.

to live, but are genuine and lively communities to which

A strength of the current system is that no student has to
face three years in a building he or she dislikes. Maximizing

students feel a real attachment.”
Each house will have a governance structure, faculty asso-

this freedom, however, has had unintended consequences.

ciates and funds for programming. Intramurals will again be

Students don’t really identify with their house (it’s just where

organized by house. College Council is thinking of how best to

they’re living this year) and therefore tend not to build

structure itself to reﬂect the new system.

relationships with their housemates. This has resulted in

Many students embrace this change, but, not surprisingly,

fewer interactions among students of different backgrounds,

many feel deeply the loss of the soon-to-pass opportunity to

interests and class years.

pick a room each year anywhere on campus. Some also fear

Perhaps, then, we shouldn’t have been surprised when surveys showed that only half of our graduating seniors reported

that the social makeup of the houses will feel contrived.
But our own experience here on campus in the recent past

that Williams had done much to help them relate better to

shows that a vibrant house system can enrich students’ lives

people of different races, nations or religions, a number well

by encouraging the kinds of interactions across barriers of age,

below most of our peer institutions.

background and interest that are the lifeblood of a residential

For these reasons we made residential life a focus of the

liberal arts college.

strategic planning process that began a few years ago and

I am pleased that Williams is about to right its course in

asked for a full review of the matter by the faculty/student/

this direction and applaud all who are working hard to make

staff CUL, chaired at the time by history professor Charles

it happen, to the beneﬁt of countless students.

Dew ’58. The committee recommended moving toward a
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This year’s CUL, under the leadership of philosophy

—Morty Schapiro
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Drew Thompson ’05 and

Kohut says the heart of the center is “intellectual

Jessica Lovaas ’06 each will

engagement with theater and dance.” ■ The

study aspects of AIDS in

Williams Board of Trustees has set tuition and

Friedman, Bond to Headline
Commencement

T

hree-time Pulitzer Prize winner and New
York Times foreign affairs columnist Thomas

Africa as a Watson Fellow and Harry S. Truman

fees for next year at $40,310, which is 5.8

Scholar, respectively. Thompson is to spend a

percent more than last year’s costs. The College

Friedman will give the principal address at

year in Uganda and Botswana, and Lovaas plans

continues to offer more generous financial

the College’s 216th Commencement June 5.

to pursue a joint master’s in

aid by reducing—in some

Julian Bond, board chairman of the National

international affairs and public

cases to zero—the loans

Association for the Advancement of Colored

health at either Columbia

of all aided students and

or Harvard. As Fulbright

extending Williams’ need-

Scholars Deborah

blind admission policy to all

Hemel ’05 will examine

students, international and
domestic. ■ Keep an eye on

the Israeli medical system’s
response to terrorist attacks

Student Center webcam, 7:16 p.m., April 24

as a student at University of

Student Center construction
via a live “webcam” mounted

Thomas Friedman

Julian Bond

Haifa, Shawn Powers ’04 will do research with

in the eaves of Chapin Hall. Continuous video

an NGO in Manila on the economic impact of

is available between 4:30 a.m. and 10:30 p.m.

People, will give the baccalaureate address.

the large-scale migration of Filipino workers, and

Visit www.williams.edu/go/studentcenter and

Both will receive honorary degrees during

“

intellectual engagement
with theater
and dance

”

click on the link “Student Center

commencement, as will Evelyn Glennie, an

Webcam” for a still image of what’s

internationally known percussionist; Ellsworth

happening at the precise moment

Kelly, a painter, sculptor and printmaker;

you open the Web page. (The image

Jhumpa Lahiri, an author and Pulitzer Prize

may be dark, depending on the time

winner; Joseph Rice ’54, chairman of Clayton,

of day and weather conditions.)

Dubillier & Rice investment firm and a former

■ Williams will say farewell to Kim Bruce

member of the Williams Board of Trustees;

university. ■ The curtain rose on the

and Fatma Kassamali, who are headed to

and Sally Shaywitz, a Yale School of Medicine

’62 Center for Theatre and Dance in late April

California at the end of the academic year. The

professor of pediatrics and co-director of the

with Shakespeare’s As You Like It (which many

couple came to Williamstown in 1977, when

Yale Center for the Study of Learning and

scholars believe is the first play ever produced in

Bruce joined the math faculty. Four years later,

Attention.

Matt Ellis ’03 will study Arabic at an Egyptian

London’s Globe theater)
and Landscapes: Six
Short Pieces, by Samuel
Beckett. The Dance
Program presented

Kassamali was named

For more information on any of these
stories, visit www.williams.edu and
enter the topic into the search field.

Legs of the Journey

director of the Office

The 33rd Annual Aluminum Bowl,
a 5K cross-country race held in
conjunction with the Williams
Purple Valley Classic, will be held
Sept. 24 at Mt. Greylock Regional
High School. For information,
contact cross-country coach Pete
Farwell ’73 at pfarwell@williams.
edu or 413.597.3249.

of Career Counseling
and has become a
mentor to Muslim
students. Bruce was

instrumental in creating the College’s computer

and place.” With a six-week summer theater

science department (which, until 1987, was

lab expected to connect current students with

part of the math department)—something he

Williams alumni in professional theater as well as

hopes to accomplish in his new position with

guest artists in film and TV (and with a summer

Pomona College, his alma mater. The move will

dance lab in the works), Dean of Faculty Thomas

bring the couple closer to their children, who

▲

Home, site-specific works “celebrating space
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attend college on the West Coast. ■ The Office

English professor and author is working on a new

of Alumni Relations and Development named

collection of stories that take place around the

its primary meeting room in Mears House in

globe, and the fellowship will help fund his travel

Courtesy of David Rokeby

SCE N E

A

“surveillance” installation by Canadian
artist David Rokeby captures the

and research. ■ Visit www.williams.edu/go/

movements of visitors in WCMA’s Media

diversity for the latest on the diversity initiatives.

Field gallery and projects the images into

officer and generous benefactor of Williams. A

Virtually all of the College’s governance has

▲

honor of R. Cragin Lewis ’41, director of alumni
relations from 1975 to 1986 and longtime class
portrait of Lewis now hangs in the “Lewis Room”
on the second floor of Mears, former home of
Theta Delta Chi fraternity, of which Lewis was a
member. ■ Jim Shepard, the J. Leland Miller
Professor of American History, Literature and
Eloquence, was one of 186 artists, scholars and
scientists in the U.S. and Canada selected to

collection) that hang on the walls. The

Williams is seeking nominations
for next year’s alumni trustee
and Tyng Bequest administrator
elections. Send names to Alumni
Relations Director, 75 Park St.,
Williamstown, MA 01267-2114.

receive a 2005 Guggenheim Fellowship. The

F a r t h e r

gilded frames (from the museum’s
images accumulate over time, appearing at
20-second intervals to create a chaotic trace
of history—a record of the gallery space and
the viewer’s movement within that space.
Rokeby’s Trace runs through June 12 and
was organized by Cara Starke (MA ’05) and
Lisa Dorin, assistant curator.

A f i e l d

Highlights of recent appearances by Williams in the media outside the College’s
local area, compiled by the Office of Public Affairs. For a complete listing, visit
www.williams.edu/admin/news/inthenews.php

Newsday of Long Island carried an April 2 profile of Peggy Diggs, lecturer in

The April 15 Wall Street Journal quotes psychology professor Saul Kassin on

the arts and humanities. Diggs was one of 46 artists selected nationwide to

how police questioning can lead to false confessions. Kassin was a defense

receive a Creative Capital Foundation grant to pursue “Work Out,” a col-

witness in the pre-trial hearing of a Long Island man who confessed to rape

laborative, community-based project with incarcerated men and women who

and murder in 1985 and later was released from prison when new DNA evi-

will design industrial and residential objects for small spaces.

dence did not match his. In April Kassin became the first person ever in New
York State to testify about research on false confessions.

Political science professor Marc Lynch has appeared in a variety of media,
including the Ottawa Citizen, the Charleston (W.Va.) Daily Mail and on Voice

In Discover magazine’s 100 top science stories of 2004, published in January,

of America, discussing TV’s influence on the spread of democracy in the Middle

chemistry professor Ann Skinner’s analysis of burned antelope bones from

East. He writes in the March 6 Baltimore Sun: “Arab satellite television …

South African caves—which confirms that early hominids built campfires as

might be more important than was the U.S.-led invasion of Iraq in driving

many as 1 million years earlier than previously thought—was ranked 44th.

the recent cascade of events from Baghdad to Ramallah to Cairo to Beirut.”
The Christian Science Monitor reported Feb. 14 on socially responsible investThe Boston Globe quoted Morty Schapiro, Williams president and economics

ment practices among nonprofits, including Williams. The article quotes

professor, on the 568 Presidents Group, which is composed of 28 colleges and

Mark Orlowski ’04, who, as a senior, advocated for creation of the Williams

universities working to simplify the process of applying for student financial

Social Choice Fund.

aid. Schapiro states in the March 20 article: “The philosophy is to be more
transparent about how we give aid, so people don’t say, ‘Why did Williams

The PBS special series “Strange Days on Planet Earth” features marine science

give me this and Yale give me that?’ We wanted to be more up front about

and Williams-Mystic professor Jim Carlton, who warns that invasive species

what the methodology was.”

could have a “catastrophic impact” on the ecosystem.
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They Said:

A collection of opinions and ideas expressed in
Web blogs and in The Williams Record, which can
be found online at www.williamsrecord.com

been involved in this effort to generate ideas for steps

“If a cluster starts with a personality, the people coming in

Williams can take to ensure that all groups of students,

don’t have a chance to frame its identity; they get framed by it.” —Doug Bazuin, director of

faculty and staff can thrive here. A self study describes

campus life, on the Committee on Undergraduate Life’s recommendation for “cluster housing,”

actions already taken this year and lists almost eight

slated to be implemented in fall 2006. The proposal includes creating five groupings of residence

pages of recommendations, which will be considered

halls (excluding first-year entries and co-ops), each of which has a house as its physical and social

and prioritized with the help of outside experts in these

center. Students would be affiliated with a house beginning sophomore year and select rooms each

fields. ■ Let the Review know what you think of the

year from among its cluster of residence halls. Record, 3.1.05

new Scene & Herd. Visit www.williams.edu/alumni/go/
opinion to fill out a brief survey.

“Much to the College’s credit, yes, we’re over budget, but

[the administration has] made it clear that we are not going to value-engineer the life and intent out of

International Studies, 50th
Reunion Gift Receive Boost

A

$1 million gift from Paul Hunn ’55 will support his
class’s 50th Reunion Gift, “Bringing the World to

this building. We’re still pushing. We’ll still try to eke every day out of the schedule that we can.”

—Michael Briggs, project manager for Buildings and Grounds, on how the Student Center opening was
delayed from fall 2006 until early 2007. Rapidly rising steel prices and unexpected clean-up of an old oil

leak under Baxter Hall pushed the project $8.5 million over its original $36 million budget. Record, 3.8.05

Williams and Taking Williams to the World,” designed

“Theater and dance companies will not only perform but also

to broaden international education at the College—an

do workshops, have master classes and be in residence. We will bring in scholars as well” and

initiative of The Williams Campaign.

enhance “the provocative thinking going on at Williams.” —Rachel Chanoff, the College’s new

The class gift will help establish an endowed fund to
support a visiting professorship that will bring to campus
international affairs experts, international studies fellow-

director of programming for the guest artist series to be held in the ’62 Center for Theatre and
Dance starting in October 2005. Record, 2.22.05

ships for students, internships and a course conducted

“Supporting [alumni e-mail] prevents us from starting

abroad during Winter Study.

enjoyable, daring projects by requiring myopic diligence to maintenance.” “In this day and age, when

“More than ever, a Williams education must develop

people can easily get free e-mail accounts like Yahoo, Hotmail and Gmail to which Williams addresses

in its students the global awareness and perspective

can be forwarded, the College should be putting its resources toward technology on campus for

they’ll need to advance in our increasingly international

current faculty, staff and students.” —Williams Students Online and Dinny Taylor, the College’s chief

world,” says President Morty Schapiro. “By designat-

technology officer, on WSO’s plan to eliminate e-mail accounts for alumni users. Record, 3.15.05

ing their gift in this way, Paul and his classmates have

(All alumni can sign up for permanent e-mail forwarding addresses from Williams by visiting www.

displayed great leadership in helping Williams achieve

williams.edu/alumni/go/emailforwarding. One advantage: No matter how many times you change your

this vital objective.”

e-mail service provider, your friends will always be able to reach you at your Williams address.)

Hunn spent 32 years at Manufacturers Hanover Trust
(and now JPMorgan Chase) in New York City. Now

“Each year we get several of our teams to participate, and

retired, he has served on several boards and has lectured

some even do their own shopping and wrapping of the presents. We do a day of gift wrapping here

regularly at the University of Virginia’s Darden School of

in the athletic department and then we go to Hillcrest to deliver the gifts and stay for the holiday

Business. The Williams Campaign is a five-year,

luncheon. It’s really a wonderful event, knowing we can bring some joy and smiles to children less

$400 million effort to strengthen the myriad ways,

fortunate.” —Tammy Wright, administrative assistant for the athletics department, after Williams

formal and informal, that students learn from the faculty

teams were honored for their community service with Hillcrest Educational Centers’ Judge Barry

and from each other. As of late April, Williams had raised

Community Service Award. Record, 3.15.05

more than $256 million toward its goal.
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On Language and Reality (TV)

A

s a teen, Nathan Sanders loved languages—up to a point. Though he
studied French, German, Russian, Greek and Latin, he rarely got far enough

along to be able to use any of them proficiently. “I would stop once I understood

which attempts to understand language via the hard
Nathan Sanders

wiring of the brain, linguistics attempts to derive universal principles from language patterns. “Linguists

how a language worked, how sentences were constructed, how words were

and neuroscientists approach language from two different directions,” Sanders

pronounced. I thought I was just lazy,” he says. But a sophomore-year linguistics

says. “Somewhere in the center, we meet.”

course at MIT opened his eyes to an entire discipline devoted to what intrigued
him most about languages: their capacity to reveal the logic of the human brain.

Winter Study Survivors
Sanders also took advantage of Winter Study this year to explore his interest in

One-Man Show

reality TV. His course “Surviving Your Fifteen Minutes” examined “how malleable

Sanders is the sole faculty member of Williams’ Linguistics Program. “Put sim-

reality can be, how lies can be spun out of truth and how heroes and villains can

ply,” he says, “linguistics is the scientific study of patterns in human language.

be edited from the same source.” In addition to reading scholarly works on the

We try to find out how languages are fundamentally different or the same. Then

topic of reality TV, 18 students participated in a Williams version of Survivor. They

we ask, ‘What do these similarities and differences tell us about how humans

competed in mathematically simulated physical trials (climbing mountains, finding

construct language? Why does this pattern exist?’” His 101 course introduces

food in the wild) and real-life challenges (solving puzzles, untying knots). Like their

students to most of the important aspects of language: sound, syntax (word

TV counterparts, they engaged in lying, backstabbing and collusion to increase

order), semantics (the basic meanings of words and phrases), morphology (how

their chances of winning. Those voted out in each “Tribal Council” became produc-

words are built from smaller units) and pragmatics (how context, word choice or

producers, writing descriptions of subsequent episodes.
—Zelda Stern

intonation confers extra meaning).
Socrates and Scientific Inquiry

Each week throughout the spring semester, Sanders is posting one

Sanders uses the Socratic method in his courses, presenting students with a

episode of “Surviving Your Fifteen Minutes” on the Web site

discrete bit of linguistic information and asking them to develop theories to explain

wso.williams.edu/~nsanders/LING010. Read it and derive your own

the data. Then, to develop the objectivity required for scientific inquiry, students

principles of human behavior.

evaluate the strengths and weaknesses of their theories. Unlike neuroscience,

about specific parts of the world,

International Studies 101 (a new

“Bringing the World to Williams and

the faculty. Tracks in human rights,

we weren’t preparing students with

course team-taught by Darrow and

Taking Williams to the World.”

urbanization and in agriculture

other courses that would provide a

Michael MacDonald, the Frederick L.

The International Studies

and food security are also under

broader perspective. And we were

Schuman Professor of International

Program also functions as a seedbed

ignoring the fact that some students

Relations), three courses in the con-

for new curricular directions. As

For Darrow, the impetus to

are more interested in studying an

tent track, one comparative course

program chair, Darrow identifies

organize the International Studies

abstract concept, such as democracy,

and a senior exercise. Study abroad

regional gaps that need filling as

Program arose from the events of

across cultures.”

is integral, and students are urged to

well as new thematic tracks derived

Sept. 11, 2001. “Ambrose Bierce

attend the colloquia.

In its first year, the program

consideration.

from logical groupings of existing

once said that wars are God’s

The Class of 1955 is work-

courses. Two new area tracks—in

way of teaching us geography,”

completing the concentration choose

ing with the College to help fund

“South and Southeast Asia” and

he says. “I hope we don’t have to

an “area studies” or thematic

these and other components of the

“Borders, Exile and Diaspora”

wait for war to learn.”

track, each requiring six courses:

program with its 50th reunion gift,

studies—were recently approved by

has attracted 30 students. Those

—Zelda Stern
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PEER WAGES,

TUITION
AND
PRICE

DISCOUNTS

BY GORDON WINSTON
ILLUSTRATIONS BY JIM FRAZIER
The director of Williams’ Project on the
Economics of Higher Education discusses
the transformation of U.S. colleges and
universities.
n colleges, students educate students. Some do it better than
others. So we see “peer effects” not only in their clothes, vocabulary and mating rituals but also in academic performance and
learning. A student will do better academically—learn more,
learn to think more carefully, perform better—if he or she is
associated with strong fellow students instead of weak ones.
It’s long been suspected that this is the case, and important
educational policies appear to be based on that suspicion. But
now there’s emerging statistical evidence that indeed a college
student’s academic performance is affected by the qualities of his
or her peers.
These peer effects may help in the classroom—a professor can
cover more material in greater depth in front of sharp and attentive students than with dull and distracted ones, to everyone’s
advantage. But peer effects seem to be more pervasive and subtle
than that. Having to defend a late-night dorm room argument
with a demanding fellow student is simply more educational than
being able to get by with a sloppy argument, even if the argument

is about what went wrong on a date last night or whether God
exists. In a residential college with demanding fellow students,
education goes on all the time, which is one reason for residential
colleges.
Hard evidence on the existence of peer effects has not been
easy to get, mainly because of friendships. Are peers’ behaviors
similar—say, they like studying history or drinking beer—because
they’ve influenced each other or because they sought each other
out as kindred spirits? The first is evidence of peer effects; the
second isn’t.
To avoid that kind of “selection bias,” we at the Williams
Project on the Economics of Higher Education researched peer
effects at Williams and four other colleges among randomly
assigned roommates (in a study led by Dave Zimmerman, the
Orrin Sage Professor of Political Economy) and among partners
in psychology-lab experiments (in a study led by Al Goethals,
the Dennis Meehan ’54 Third Century Professor of Leadership).
Roommate studies also were conducted at Dartmouth, Berea
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College and University of Maryland.
Based on this research, peer effects are
often significant, even for the highly
limited question of what influence one
student’s SAT scores are likely to have on
another’s grades. So we’re persuaded that
peer effects exist and, on the broader canvas of a college education, can be highly
influential.
As part of an economic production
process, though, educational peer effects
are really strange. They mean that a firm’s
(school’s) customers (students) not only
buy the product (educational services) but
also supply the firm with an important
input to its production (peer quality).
It’s as if the quality of the Taurus you
bought from your local Ford dealer
depended on the quality of the other
people buying cars there. If they were
good drivers, your Taurus would ride better, corner more precisely and get better
gas mileage. And if your fellow customers
were very, very good drivers, your Taurus
would become a BMW. We’re only beginning to understand the economic implications of a production technology like that.
But we are beginning, and they look a lot
like higher education. So let me describe
the most important of them.
Schools care very much about who
their students are, about whom they sell
their product to. It’s not true, as it is for
Ford dealers and most familiar businesses,
that they’re indifferent to who buys the
product, because admitting better students will—other things equal—produce
a better education for everyone. Indeed,
most of the increasingly fierce economic
competition among colleges over the past
decade has been a competition to get better customers, not just more customers,
because, through peer effects, the quality
of a school’s education will be improved
just as it would be by getting more and
better faculty or facilities or lab equipment or the like.
So selective schools are selective in
order to produce a better education.
There are socially valuable benefits of that
selectivity—the improvement of education—that may offset the oft-cited social
costs of its stratification. Whatever the net

…there’s an increasingly
hot bidding war for them as
more and more colleges enter
the competition for scarce
top-student peer talent.
social value, it’s important to understand
what’s motivating schools to be selective,
if they can be. In place of the dubious
incentives that are often suggested, like
exclusivity (a “Rodeo Drive” effect) or
striving for prestige for its own sake, it
appears that schools are often being exclusive in order to have fewer weak students,
in order to produce better education—a
much more substantial motive.
But if schools are being selective in
admissions in recognition of the role that
student peer quality plays in producing educational quality, a role like that
of good faculty and facilities and lab
equipment, it would seem to make sense
for them to pay good students a wage or
salary like they pay for good faculty and
facilities and lab equipment.
So why don’t schools pay students a
salary or price for their peer quality? The
answer is, they do. And hugely.

Those students whom colleges think
will bring the greatest amount of peer
quality can currently earn $50,000 a year
and more, and there’s an increasingly hot
bidding war for them as more and more
colleges enter the competition for scarce
top-student peer talent.
The hitch is that this wage payment is
hidden from view. It takes the form of a
subsidy, selling the student educational
services that are very expensive to produce (about $80,000 a year at Williams)
for a very modest price (the $27,500 average net price at Williams). The average
student at a wealthy school like Williams
is getting $52,500 a year in subsidy—an
implicit wage or salary. Even the wealthy
student who’s paying the full sticker price
of $38,100 is getting a $41,900 salary as
a full-time undergraduate.
Williams’ numbers are typical of the
wealthy, high-paying private colleges and
universities in the U.S. Those are the salaries being paid for the best student peer
quality in higher education.
But the student subsidy (peer salary)
being paid by the average U.S. school
is in the neighborhood of $10,000. An
education that cost $15,000 to produce in
1995-96 (in today’s dollars) was sold for
an average net price of $5,000. A study
of 2,700 schools using National Center
for Education Statistics data shows huge
differences in student subsidies or peer
wages among schools.
Since peer wages are paid to all the students at a school, those schools that pay
high wages attract long queues of applicants who’d like to sell their peer quality
for that much money. Most applicants
are turned away from high-wage schools
because they don’t bring the greatest
promise of peer quality. What’s more,
schools don’t expand to be able to take
more students, like a sensible business
would, simply because they control their
peer quality by limiting enrollments.
What are the implications? First, there’s
a hierarchy of schools in the U.S. based
on their ability to pay high peer-quality
wages for students, and there are very few
students in the rarefied atmosphere of the
wealthiest private schools with their huge
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yearly salaries. Most schools pay their
students far more modestly, with more
modest results, and many schools’ admission motives edge over from student quality to student numbers, where quality is
relatively less important. At the extreme,
open admission abandons peer quality for
enrollments.
Second, this has been, and may still be,
the main form that competition among
schools for student quality takes in U.S.
higher education. Colleges compete
through the student-subsidy wage they
offer all their students as they sell that
expensive education at a modest price.
Schools with the highest student subsidies are paying the highest peer salaries
and therefore have the most choice in
students. The “best” students in terms
of peer effects are concentrated at the
schools that pay the highest peer wages.
But increasingly there’s a new strategy
at work. Some schools are offering higher
individual peer wages to a particular
student who promises above-average peer
quality—and therefore will increase the a

that give a higher general wage to their
students but that won’t match the bid
for an individual. This price competition
threatens to change U.S. higher education
in very basic ways.
Most important is that the genie is
out of the bottle and probably won’t go
back in. So the raw power of this classic
“price competition” is increasingly likely
to dominate higher education as aggressive schools’ price discounts to improve
their own student quality are matched
or exceeded by the once-passive schools
whose peer quality has thereby been
reduced. Retaliation. And retaliation
breeds retaliation (a fact basic to competition, even as described in Econ 101, that’s
ignored in most of the competitive pricing
strategies that are expected to improve a
school’s student peer quality).
So there’s a sea change going on in
the way colleges compete for student
quality. The old style, dominated by the
rich schools who won at the game, pitted
their general student subsidies (wages)
against each other, creating a well-known

none of us really knows where it’s going
to wind up. There’s a growing consensus,
though, that schools’ (limited) ability to
cut prices is increasingly being used to bid
for peer quality of wealthy students at
the expense of more costly poor students
of equal quality who have to be given
additional need-based price discounts
(financial aid). So this market dynamic
appears, like so much in U.S. higher education these days, to be working against
the highly qualified low-income student as
schools are choosing to improve (or protect) their peer quality at the expense of
their older, idealistic dedication to equality
of opportunity for low-income students.
Finally, if this all sounds like a real
stretch—the imaginative extrapolation of
a whole set of redefinitions in admission
and financial aid, all based on evidence of
academic peer effects—consider that the
nation’s leading graduate schools have
been doing all this for a very long time
and in exaggerated form.
In first-rate PhD programs, the quality of the education depends heavily on

…this market dynamic appears, like so much in
U.S. higher education these days, to be working against
the highly qualified low-income student.
school’s average educational quality—in
hopes of luring that student away from
a high general-wage school. It’s called
“merit aid” or a “scholarship” or “price
discounting.” So the student who gets
into Princeton paying full price (receiving something like a $45,000 peer salary)
may be induced to go to Vanderbilt,
where, despite its lower general salary,
a “full ride” scholarship gives the kid a
$60,000 salary.
Looking across schools, those that have
passively accepted the student quality that
their position in the hierarchy gave them
are becoming aggressive, using higher
individual wages to improve their peer
quality, “stealing” students from schools

hierarchy of “the best” (highest wage) schools, which “the
best” (highest peer quality)
students attended. Schools on
down the hierarchy accepted their
position and, with it, their average student quality. The new style,
epitomized by “student enrollment
managers” and dominated by the aggressive schools that win at this game, target
individual peer quality with individual
scholarship—salaries that are higher than
the student can get at a wealthier school,
salaries that induce him or her to “trade
down.”
Old style competition was stable
(indeed, rigid); the new style is fluid, and
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SIG NAT U R E

by Soo La Kim ‘91

A Second Home

M

y mother moved to Williamstown last
summer. This news would be unremarkable but for a few bothersome

be that big!” But she insisted, and I called and

and took us to Chopsticks, where the Korean

found out it was 1,100 square feet! She went, she

proprietor brought us kimchi from the back.

saw, she made a deposit on the spot.
Naturally, friends and family had their doubts.

My father, especially, had loved Williams,
maybe even more than Bo or I ever did. Even

Why on earth would she want to go so far?

before we graduated, my father was a devoted

facts. 1) For most of her 30 years in the United

Where’s Williamstown? Even after the papers

reader of the Alumni Review. His favorite weekend

States, she has lived on suburban Long Island, part

were signed and movers were hired, I worried.

wear was an old yellow sweatshirt with “Williams

of the large, bustling Korean-American community

Is she making a big mistake? Should I have tried

College” in faded purple lettering that I had left

in the New York metropolitan area. 2) As a result,

harder to discourage her? Then again, maybe my

behind, and he drank his morning coffee in a

she never became fully fluent in English. 3) She

mother didn’t need or want the same things as

Williams mug from Bo. He loved bragging about

does not know a soul in the entire Berkshires. So

everybody else. She was sure this was right for her,

the school to friends and acquaintances—to

the Purple Valley, for all its many virtues, is not the

and I wanted to be supportive.

anyone, really. If they had never heard of Williams,

first place I’d imagine my mother would end up.
Circumstances changed dramatically, however,

Years ago my mother told me how she’d been

so much the better—it was like letting his

torn between marrying my father and running

listeners in on a beautiful secret. He chided other

when my father died unexpectedly in an accident

away to Europe to pursue her art. As it turned out,

Korean-American parents for their narrow fixation

indirectly caused by a debilitating neurological

in choosing the former, she hadn’t had to entirely

on Harvard and Yale, and the U.S. News & World

disease he had been diagnosed with several years

give up the latter. With my father’s support, she

Report rankings added fuel to his proselytizing fire.

before. It became clear that my mother should sell

continued to paint on and off over the years,

their house and get a smaller place. But when she

exhibiting occasionally in New York and Korea.

when my mother said that the years spent driving

brought up the idea of living in Williamstown, I

Over time, running a small business and raising

up the Taconic to visit my brother and me had

immediately dismissed it as preposterous. Imagine:

two children in an adopted country soaked up

been among the happiest in my father’s life. I had

She’s snowbound in a small house on a country

most of her time, energy and resources. And after

never consciously considered that my parents,

road, without an Asian grocery store or Korean

my father fell ill, the art was abandoned.

too, had a relationship to this place, independent

church in sight. I feared that my mother wasn’t
thinking clearly, still in the grips of shock and grief.

Now, in her early 60s, my mother was at

I knew all this, and yet I was taken by surprise

of me and Bo, that they had their own charged

another crossroads: She could stick with the

connections to this small college nestled in

distractions and comforts of the familiar or

mountains that reminded them of their native

to house hunt in and around New York. But given

experiment with the life that remained to her.

countryside. The three-hour drive must have

the tight market, the prospects were discourag-

“Won’t you be lonely?” I asked. “Oh no,” she

seemed a part—perhaps the most rewarding or

ing. Then she brought up Williamstown again.

said, “it’s much more lonely to be with people

the most hopeful—of a much longer journey. That

Thinking of the place made her happy, she said;

who don’t really know me than to be alone with

their children belonged to such a place, nurtured

she couldn’t get the idea of living there out of her

my thoughts.” She wanted to paint full time,

by books and trees, seemed a tangible measure of

mind. “Let’s think about it,” I stalled.

she wanted her cabin in the woods, her creative

how far they’d come.

To her credit, she did make a good-faith effort

My mother, however, charged ahead. She drove
up with her cousin, just to see how it would feel
to actually be there. She saw a listing for a one-

retreat. Still, why Williamstown? Why not an artsy
community along the Hudson, say?
It wasn’t just Williamstown but Williams itself

Leaving her old life was not an effort to erase
or forget. At the threshold of her future, a stone’s
throw from the site of the new student center, my

bedroom condo in a large Victorian near campus

that drew her. My brother Bo ’92 and I both

and asked me to inquire about it. “If it’s at least

attended Williams, so for five years the school was

1,000 square feet, I want to take a look at it,” she

our family’s second home. My parents visited often;

Soo La Kim ’91 is a lecturer at Princeton University.

said. I replied, in my know-it-all tone, “Oh please,

they got to know our friends, toured the museums,

She writes for printculture.com, a collaborative

Mom, there’s no way a one-bedroom is going to

followed us to crew races and volleyball games,

blogzine.

mother’s new place pulses with memories.
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